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We are focused in school at getting back to routines 
and ensuring that all our pupils are safe, sound 
and ready to learn.  We are grateful for some extra 
government funds that will enable us to put on extra 
‘catch-up’ lessons for many of our pupils.   We are 
prioritising examination groups and have given the 
message that ‘it is all to play for’ and are supporting 
pupils to ensure they get the opportunities to show 
the level of attainment they are reaching.  I am 
very grateful to teachers, support staff, parents 
and pupils for the sacrifices and effort that have 
selflessly been made over the lockdown and since 
the start of school.

Cardinal Vincent has written to schools asking us to 
continue to strive to create a society that is more 
compassionate, less marked by inequalities, more 
responsive to needs and deprivation.  We have been 
collecting Easter eggs for the Cardinal Hume Centre 
and for those who would otherwise miss out. 
  
Thank for you generosity and your prayers as we 
mark the end of Lent and move into Easter. 

Have a happy Easter.

Martin Tissot
Executive Headteacher

Dear Parent/Carer,

Last week, the twenty-third of March marked one 
year since the first lockdown.  We took some time at 
midday to have a minute of contemplative silence to 
reflect upon what has been a trying year.  Very sadly 
for many families it has been a tragic year with the 
loss of loved ones and friends.  

We pray for those in other countries mindful that 
Covid has claimed the lives of 2.7m people all over 
the world and think of those living in communities 
without the support and necessities that those of 
us in the West are able to enjoy.  We recognise the 
economic hardship that has affected those that are 
unemployed and the anxiety and stress caused by 
those whose jobs and livelihoods are precarious and 
the strain caused by loneliness, living under new 
rules, restrictions and protocols.  At this Easter time 
we draw strength from the sacrifice and love of our 
Lord Jesus Christ.  He is our comfort in sorrow, our 
strength in the face of need, our rejoicing in the gifts 
we celebrate and our hope in the face of adversity.  

Therefore despite our difficulties we remain 
optimistic for the future and think about the positive 
aspects of this year.  The rollout of vaccines in the 
UK has been a tremendous success thus far and 
is already having an effect and slowing down the 
rate of virus transmission.  Most of us have had 
the opportunities to learn new things and develop 
our independent learning skills.  We have had the 
benefit of more time with our families and have 
learnt to appreciate our friends.
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Careers
by Mr Ruggiero, Careers Leader 

The highlight this term was of course our Careers Evening, which had to be moved online this year. 
Speakers from Oxford Brookes University and the National Apprenticeship Service spoke to parents and 
students about the different types of degrees and apprenticeships on offer. Two former students also 
returned to speak about their career paths, Nikodem Kulagowski, who is currently in the third year of an 
apprenticeship at Alstom and Maya Maciurzynska, who is in her second year at UCL studying Physics.

Offers are flooding in for our Year 13 pupils. 95% of the cohort are applying to university this year, with 
65% of students applying to Russell Group universities. Among them is Marilyn Gomes who has received an 
offer to study Law at the University of Cambridge. 

Year 11 continue the process to decide their post-16 options. The students have received presentations 
during assemblies, subject taster sessions in form time and will be interviewed by senior members of staff 
in the coming weeks who will go over sixth form and post-16 options. This is in addition to the careers 
guidance interviews that took place before December.

The Mark Evison foundation is an award set up in honour of Mark Evison who 
died in 2009 whilst serving as a British army officer in Helmand Province, 
Afghanistan. The purpose of the foundation is to promote the personal 
development of young people through the undertaking of personal challenges. 
The challenges can be anything as long as they are non-academic projects which 
the students themselves have designed. Winners of the award will receive up to 
£500 per project to carry out their challenge. 

Margaret, from the foundation, has been working with some of our Year 12 students to ensure they will 
receive the awards after Easter so they can complete the challenges they have created. Jayden Malinzi is 
recording his own songs in a recording studio, using his sister as a vocalist. Ohemma, Malinda, Christina, 
Sinead and Epaphrodite are planning a cycle trip to Brighton in the summer. To prepare for this they have 
undertaken a cycle maintenance course; produced an itinerary for the day; developed their skills in map 
reading and drawn a detailed route-map using the cycleways. 

Mark Evison Foundation
by Mr Wyartt, teacher of Maths & Economics 
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WE  OFFER  1 :1  TUITION ,

SUPPORT  WITH  REVISION

AND  SKILLS  BUILDING

SESSIONS  FOR

SECONDARY  SCHOOL

STUDENTS

INTOUNIVERSITY  HARINGEY  NORTH

TOWER  GARDENS  PARK

RISLEY  AVENUE

FREE ACADEMIC

SUPPORT

INTOUNIVERSITY  HARINGEY  NORTH

We are currently
offering virtual

sessions on
Mondays or

Thursdays, 4-5pm

To find out if you're eligible, call us
on 02088019061 or email

haringeynorth@intouniversity.org

Support for the Highly Able
by Ms Brightling, mentor and assistant to the ‘Highly Able’

Although IntoUniversity were operating virtually for much of this term, they achieved great success with their 
programmes. Their half-term ‘Holiday FOCUS’ programme focused on culture and identity. Students gave 
positive feedback and emphasised how they enjoyed exploring their identity and learning about diversity.

They also ran ‘Business in FOCUS’ and ‘Careers in FOCUS’ sessions with Years 7 to 11, which helped the 
students develop their teamwork and networking skills.  Lastly, their university taster session allowed 
students to experience university life through activities and live Q&A with university students.

IntoUniversity Haringey North run Virtual Academic Support sessions on Mondays (Years 7 to 9) and 
Thursdays (Years 10 to 13) at 4:00-5:00pm. During these sessions, they offer 1:1 tuition for homework and 
revision. The sessions are free, however, students need to meet the IntoUniversity referral criteria. Please 
contact Ms Brightling or ring the Haringey North Centre to check eligibility.

“IntoUniversity virtual Academic Support has helped me 
to build up my confidence to talk to other people. It is 
also very helpful because I have improved in my subjects 
for example: English which also includes creative 
writing.”  Lauretta Kasobya (9BK3)

Sussex University
Sussex University has also provided St Thomas More 
pupils exciting opportunities this term. Ten pupils 
have enrolled on their Sixth Form Access Programme 
with monthly Taster and Masterclasses on a variety 
of subjects such as English, Journalism, Medicine, 
Psychology, Geography, Law and Economics to name 
just a few.   Sussex also provided weekly videos and 
podcasts during lockdown to help Year 11 pupils deal 
with topics such as:

• Goals – self-reflection and target setting
• Good habits - independent study and time 

management
• Strengths – self-reflection and confidence
• Well-being - resilience 
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Brunel Urban Scholars Programme: New Year 9 Virtual Launch

Here are some comments from the new group:
 
“Today was the launch of the Brunel university 
urban scholars programme and it was very 
interesting and exciting. There were multiple 
speakers who gave us valid and important advice 
about the programme and also about where it can 
take you in the future. Also, it was very interactive 
with us partaking in quizzes about general 
knowledge and the Brunel University campus. 
I was very lucky to win one of them and get a 
prize. The highlight of the day was Jackson who 
came and gave us a talk on how important it is to 
be happy and positive with what you do.”  
Abenezer Dereje (9BK1)

The programme has continued virtually for pupils in Years 10, 11 and 12 this term and a new Year 9 
Brunel Urban Scholars programme was launched at the end of February. Ten pupils were selected to join 
the three-year programme which provides creative and fun activities that increase their critical thinking 
and enhance essential skills including English and Maths. Scholars meet a wide range of highly successful 
professionals and entrepreneurs who give their time and share their experiences and knowledge to inspire 
and motivate the Scholars. 

The first session included a talk, “Seizing Opportunities” by Razzaq Ahmed from Brown Rudnick Law 
Firm who stressed the importance of saying ‘yes’ to opportunities and gave examples of how this had helped 
him to succeed and be named as the City of London Solicitors Company’s “most promising” city solicitor of 
2019. The session ended with a motivational speaker known as Action Jackson who was inspirational. 

“I feel very honoured to have been chosen out of 
so many pupils for this excellent programme. I’ve 
learnt a lot from the programme already about 
different opportunities and professions. I am really 
excited about what else I will learn and do and 
look forward to seeing where the programme will 
take me in the next few years.”   
Naomi Koroma (9BK1)

“I’m very grateful to be chosen for this 
programme. I found it really eye-opening and 
inspiring to achieve new things. I learnt that there 
are opportunities everywhere, it just depends on 
your mindset.”   Sonia Suntoo (9DX1)

“When I first found out I was chosen for The 
Brunel University Urban Scholar’s Programme, I 
was really nervous, as I didn’t really know what the 
programme was all about. However, after attending 
their launch meeting, I am really happy that I 
agreed to participate as I would have missed out 
on a number of exciting opportunities that will be 
available to me over the next three years, and skill 
development sessions that will really help me in the 
future. Hearing the journeys of others who took 
part in the programme really inspired and motivated 
me to try and achieve my goals. They explained 
how important it is that we try and get out of our 
comfort zones and accept opportunities when they 
are available to us, so I am really looking forward to 
taking on board all the opportunities that come with 
the programme.”  Sabrina Nambaale (9BK1)

Action Jackson
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The Access Project
by Ms Nolan, Senior University Access Officer 

Students on The Access Project in Years 10 to 13 have continued to attend their tutorials each week which 
have provided them with extra academic support whilst working from home. These tutorials have proved 
to be really valuable to students during this challenging time and feedback from our student survey was 
overwhelmingly positive.

Weekly Online Tutorials

“My tutor is able to answer my questions and 
provide easy to understand examples that 
are current and I can relate to. He gives me 
confidence in the subject and always makes the 
sessions interesting.”  Maliha Newman (10MC1

“The most valuable part of my online tutorial is 
the extra revision and preparation I gain before 
any major exams. Also a valuable part is going 
through previous essay questions and improving 
my answer.” - Miriam Vyas (12MC1)

I have continued to have one-to-one mentor meetings with students and also conducted group workshops 
online and I’m incredibly impressed with the engagement students have shown during these sessions. My 
mentor meetings have included meeting individually with Year 13 students to set academic goals and help 
them with independent studying. I am also currently meeting individually with these Year 13 students for 
a second time this term to discuss their university transition and to support them with responding to their 
university offers. Year 11s have also received individual mentoring support to discuss their independent 
studying and A level choices. Group workshops have also taken place online this term and have included: 
Year 10 workshop on revision skills, Year 11 workshop on independent studying, Year 12 workshop about 
university choices and a Year 13 workshop on UCAS next steps and the transition to university. See below 
for what students have said about the mentoring support they have received:

Mentoring and Workshops

“It enlightens me on what is needed and expected 
of me for future education, which is convenient for 
motivation and determination in my current studies” 
Uchechi Iwuoha (12DX1)

“It gives me someone to go to and rely on for things 
I don’t understand that is beyond my studies, I 
have more clarity in my educational root and more 
confidence in my next steps”   
Precilia Kabunda (13BK2)

During the lockdown period this term, students have continued to receive remote support from The Access 
Project. Engagement from students has been fantastic and 100% of the provision that would normally be 
delivered in school has been able to take place online.  
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Year 10 Virtual ‘Trip’ : University of Leicester
One of the biggest successes this term has been 
the Year 10 virtual university ‘trip’ with the University 
of Leicester. Whilst this trip would normally have 
taken place in person, the sessions were still 
designed to be really fun for the students and 
included lots of interactive activities.  During this 
session students took part in two taster lectures and 
heard from Leicester alumni students about what 
studying there is like. Students engaged really well 
with the sessions and asked lots of questions to the 
Leicester alumni students. Throughout the half-term 
week, TAP (The Access Project) Year 10 students 
also received newsletters about different universities 
each day, with fun competitions to get them thinking 
about university life.

Extra Resources for Students
As well as receiving individual mentoring and group workshops, The Access 
Project has managed to secure some excellent resources for students to use 
to help with their independent learning. This has included free subscriptions 
for all Access Project students to AI Tutor which usually costs £180 per 
student. This website is an excellent revision tool for Maths GCSE and A-level 
students; it includes interactive video tutorials and hundreds of practice 
questions for students to test themselves. Students in Year 12 and Year 13 
also have access to a revision website called Uplearn which provides support 
for students studying Psychology, Economics, Maths, Physics or Chemistry 
A-level, which usually costs £370 per student for an annual subscription. 
These resources have received really positive feedback and students have 
been making good use of them during the lockdown period!

The Access Project Year 13 University Offers
University offers for Year 13 students have been coming through over the 
past few months and across the TAP cohort 46 offers to the most selective 
universities in the UK have been received so far. This includes Maica Caidic’s 
offer from Imperial College to study Biochemistry, Hervey Sakobo Bolowa’s 
offer from University of Bristol to study Geography and Marilyn Gomes’ offer 
from The University of Cambridge to study Law. Marilyn has taken part in our 
Oxbridge society since Year 12 and has received specialised support in helping her to apply to this selective 
institution. This included workshops on how to make a competitive application, picking a course at Oxbridge 
and also support with admissions tests and mock interviews. The work students put into making competitive 
university applications at the end of last year is really beginning to pay off!
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Religious Education Department
by Mrs Henry, Head of RE

Ash Wednesday at Home
Lent begins on Ash Wednesday. The first forty days 
of Lent commemorate the period after his baptism 
when Jesus fasted in the wilderness.  During 
this time, Jesus prayed and became spiritually 
strengthened for his coming mission. He was also 
tempted by the Devil. The temptation to turn stone 
into bread was to break his fast and there weaken 
his spiritual discipline; it was also to use his power 
for his own selfish purposes. Both would have 
compromised his mission. The temptation to throw 
himself off the temple pinnacle was to perform 
gimmicky miracles as a way of making people 
believe, generating what is not true faith. The 
temptation to worship the Devil is to use evil means 
to get what he wanted. This would have totally 
ruined his mission.

“Receiving ashes is an outward sign of an inner 
step, a movement of the heart towards our beloved 
Lord. This year I invite you to concentrate much 
more on this inner, spiritual movement than on its 
outward manifestation in the imposition of ashes.

My suggestion is this: celebrate Ash Wednesday at 
home, with your family, in the household or ‘support 
bubble’ of which you are a part. Gather for a while. 
Read the prayer, which I offer. Bless each other 
by making the sign of the cross on each other’s 
forehead. Spend some time praying in a way that 
you know. But please, make this a prayer of your 
heart for God’s mercy upon this world struggling to 
cope with the terrible pandemic and the devastation 
it is bringing.” 

Reflection for Ash Wednesday
Lord, it feels like we are embarking on a Lenten 
journey together, you and I.  I want to remember how 
much I need you in my life and how much my life 
needs redemption. I want to remember it clearly and in 
the background of my day today and all through Lent. 

On this special day, Ash Wednesday, may my small 
sacrifices in fasting be a way to clear away the 
clutter in my life to see you more clearly. May my 
longing for meat and other food, help me to focus 
my life today more outside myself. Let me be aware 
of those who are in so much more suffering than 
I am and may I be aware of them as the brothers 
and sisters you have placed in my life. Lord, I know 
there is darkness within me and around me. 

Bless these days with your Word. Let your Light 
shine in the darkness. Help me long for that Light 
until we celebrate it at the Vigil six weeks from now. 
In addition, most of all Lord help me to honour 
this day with the ashes on my forehead, or the 
sign of your cross. They help me remember where 
I have come from and where I am going. May I 
acknowledge to you my sins and my deep need for 
your loving forgiveness and grace? I pray that this 
Lenten season will make me so much more aware of 
how much I need your healing in my life.
Cardinal Vincent Nichols

Adapted from ‘One Prayer A Day for Lent’, https://
onlineministries.creighton.edu/CollaborativeMinistry/
Lent/Daily-prayers-00.html

Lent
Then the Spirit led Jesus into the desert to be 
tempted by the Devil. After spending 40 days and 
nights without food, Jesus was hungry. Then the 
Devil came to him and said, “If you are God’s Son, 
order these stones to turn into bread.”

However, Jesus answered, “The scripture says, 
‘Human beings cannot live on bread alone, but 
need every word that God speaks’”. Then the Devil 
took Jesus to Jerusalem, the Holy City, set him on 
the highest point of the Temple, and said to him, 
“If you are God’s Son, throw yourself down, for the 
scripture says: ‘God will give orders to his angels 
about you; they will hold you up with their hands, so 
that not even your feet will be hurt on the stones.’”
Jesus answered, “But the scriptures also says, ‘Do 
not put the Lord your God to the test.’”

Then the Devil took Jesus to a vast high mountain 
and showed him all the kingdoms of the world in all 
their greatness. “All of this I will give you, “the Devil 
said, “If you kneel down and worship me”. Then 
Jesus answered, “Go away Satan! The scripture says, 
‘Worship the Lord your God and serve only him!’” 
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Then the Devil left Jesus; and angels came and 
helped him. Matthew 4: 1-11.

A Lenten Reflection
Lent is a season of reflection, re-evaluation, 
repentance and reconciliation. Lent is a time of 
profound grace and we are invited to let that grace 
sink in, take root and change us. 

Through our observance of these days by listening 
to the Scripture from the Lenten liturgies and by 
participating in the traditional practices of the 
Church, we are invited, in this holy season, to be 
stripped down and cleansed from all the obstacles 
that keep us from seeing our true selves clearly; 
stripped down so that we may come to understand 
more powerfully the Love of God who embraces all 
of who we are.

There are many ways to enter into the spirit of the 
season and to ‘observe’ these days. It is not so 
important what we do, as it is important that we 
do something to make these days different from all 
the rest. One great way to enter into this season is 
by following the traditional practices of the Church, 
which are prayer, fasting and almsgiving. What is 
great about these practices is that they give us a 
way to enter into this season of healing with body 
and soul; physically and spiritually.

Almsgiving, which is more than just giving 
away money but also giving of our time through 
serving the needs of those around us, is a practice 
which encourages us to let go of things (money, 
possessions, and our valuable time), which may 
have taken on too high a priority in our lives. 
Almsgiving encourages us to strip away those 
‘things’ which can cause us to be separated from 
one another. It also challenges us to take a serious 
look at distinguishing between what we need and 
what we want.

Fasting: In the same spirit of examining our needs 
and wants, fasting, which is a practice of  
re-arranging our eating habit either by cutting 
down on consumption or by abstaining altogether, 
helps us to be reminded of our need for God to fill 
us. Fasting allows us to feel physically the ongoing 
spiritual needs of the soul and can help us to feel 
the truth that only God can truly satisfy our deepest 
longings. Almsgiving and fasting help us to do, to 
feel, to tangibly experience, the season of Lent.

Prayer is the other traditional practice in the 
Church, and through prayer, we are able to 
experience Lent on a spiritual level. Prayer slows us 
down, allows us to be focused, and enables us to 

be stripped away from our obsession with this world 
and moves us to a higher consciousness. Prayer 
allows us to ‘see’ our life and our works with the 
eyes of faith that opens the heart to seeing God in 
the midst of it all.

Let us pray for each other that during this season of 
Lent we can reflect on what is important, ask God 
for a renewal of our faith, and hope in him.

Prayer
Most gracious Son, may your reaching dispel the 
darkness of ignorance in our mind, and may your 
commands be beacons of light, showing us the path 
to peace. In addition, as we walk on that path, may 
we find your footprints on the ground, that we may 
place our own feet where you have trodden.
Amen

Holy Week Reflection
Monday of Holy Week
Anger in the Temple
Jesus said, “My father’s house is a house of 
prayer.” Therefore, when he came to the temple in 
Jerusalem and saw how people had pushed God 
to one side and allowed money and business to 
become more important, he was very angry.

Jesus went to Jerusalem to celebrate the Jewish 
Passover. He found the temple in Jerusalem full of 
people selling animals, and amongst them sat the 
overturned tables of the moneychangers, scattering 
their coins everywhere.

Angrily he chased the animals and the merchants 
out of the temple shouting at them, “Take all of 
these things away and stop making my father’s 
house into a market place!” The temple priests tried 
to stop Jesus and asked, “What right do you have to 
act like this?” Jesus answered, “Destroy this temple 
and I will raise it again in three days.” “This temple 
took forty-six years to build! How could you rebuild 
it in three days?” they exclaimed.

The temple, which Jesus spoke of, was his own 
body, and after his resurrection from the dead, his 
disciples would understand what Jesus had said that 
day.  The Jewish people go to the temple to pray 
and offer sacrifices to God. Ordinary money with 
the picture of Caesar on it could not be used in the 
temple. Instead, special temple coins were used 
to buy animals, and to pay the temple taxes. The 
moneychanger’s job was to exchange the Roman 
coins for the temple coins.
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Jesus was angry because it was his father’s house 
and it had become a market place, filled with people 
buying and selling, instead of being a place of 
prayer and respect. Jesus was mad so he told them 
that if the temple was destroyed, he could rebuild 
it in three days. The people thought that Jesus was 
talking about the temple itself but what he was 
talking about was the ‘temple’ of his own body, 
which would be destroyed by death on the cross, 
but would be raised to life again after three days.

The house of God is a place of prayer where we can 
be close to God in a special way, so we too should 
respect God’s house when we go to church. 

Many Christians today look forward to Easter - 
chocolate bunnies, coloured eggs, fun activities, 
social events, and more. What is not to love? 
However, Easter is more than a new Sunday outfit, 
and its significance extends to more than just one 
day. To fully appreciate the resurrection of Jesus, it 
is helpful to understand and appreciate what took 
place beforehand.

Typically starting with Palm Sunday, Holy Week is 
a time for reflection and study – a time to look into 
the events leading to the death and resurrection 
of Jesus. In Scripture, you may find descriptions 
of these events in the Gospels of Mark, Matthew, 
Luke, and John, as well as references from other 
New Testament passages. Three of the most 
important things to reflect on during this time is the 
foot washing and Lord’s Supper on Thursday, the 
crucifixion of Jesus on Friday, and the observance of 
Sabbath on Saturday. 

Maundy Thursday (Holy Thursday)
Maundy Thursday, or Holy Thursday, is a time 
to commemorate when Jesus washed the feet 
of his disciples, and the Last Supper. The word 
‘Maundy’ comes from the Latin word that means 
‘commandment’.[1] This is referring to John 13:34 
where Jesus says, “A new commandment I give to 
you, that you love one another: just as I have loved 
you, you also are to love one another.”

In the time of Jesus, the washing of feet was a 
responsibility only for a servant, so it was shocking 
to the disciples when Jesus began to wash their 
feet. This demonstration of His great love and 
servant leadership is the example of how we should 
treat one another. In John 13:14, Jesus tells 
his disciples that this loving, servant attitude is 
expected of them as well: “If I then, your Lord and 
Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to 
wash one another’s feet.”

In addition to the foot washing and ‘new 
commandment’, Maundy Thursday recognises the 
Last Supper. Jesus blessed the bread and wine as 
a symbol of his body and blood, which He would 
sacrifice the next day. After this blessing, Jesus tells 
his disciples to “do this in remembrance” of him. 
That is the reason Christians today still observe the 
Lord’s Supper.

On this year’s Maundy Thursday, reflect on these 
passages of Scripture and ask yourself, am I loving 
others the way Jesus loves me? Am I serving in the 
way that Jesus served? Do I keep a remembrance 
of what Jesus did for his followers? Try going out of 
your way on this day to serve and love one person 
in a unique way, and if you can (pandemic allowing) 
attend a Maundy Thursday mass or watch it online 
in remembrance of the day before Jesus’ death.

Good Friday (Holy Friday)
Even though the death of Jesus was a horrific 
and sorrowful event, the Friday before Easter is 
appropriately called ‘Good’ Friday because it is only 
through his sacrifice that we are given life – eternal 
life. (Romans 4:25) tells us that Jesus “was 
delivered up for our trespasses and raised for our 
justification.” So, while it is tragic that God’s only 
begotten Son was crucified that day, Good Friday 
deserves its name because we are now people 
capable of being saved with “the right to become 
children of God (John 1:12).”

While we consider Good Friday today, it seemed 
like anything but good for those who followed 
Jesus during his time on the earth. (Luke 23:27) 
mentions a multitude of people mourning and 
lamenting for Jesus. Even Jesus himself cries out 
moments before his death, “My God, my God, why 
have you forsaken me?” However, we now know the 
true impact of Jesus’ death - eternal life. (1 Peter 
2:24) tells us that Jesus “bore our sins in his body,” 
and that “by his wounds, you have been healed.” 
That is certainly something worth commemorating 
and celebrating!

Good Friday is the perfect time to thank God for the 
sacrifice of Jesus. He gave his only Son so that we 
might live! Could there be any greater gift? Take 
time on this day to reflect on what sins you have 
contributed to the pain Jesus endured, and ask God 
for forgiveness and cleansing. This might be painful, 
but the good news is that as soon as you ask for 
forgiveness, it is given to you (1 John 1:9)! Take a 
few extra minutes out of your day to thank God for 
his endless mercy and forgiveness.
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Holy Saturday
Holy Saturday is not talked about as much as the 
other days leading up to Easter, but it provides 
some interesting insights. Imagine a close friend 
or family member dies, but instead of practicing 
whatever traditions you may have the following 
day, you simply rest. This is what the followers 
of Jesus did because they wanted to keep God’s 
commandments, as mentioned in (Luke 23:56). 
In John 19:42, it is even mentioned that the tomb 
Jesus was laid in was selected because it was close 
by, and it was almost Sabbath. This demonstrates 
how vital it is to always follow the will of God, even 
in times of distress and heartache.

On this Holy Saturday, take extra time to reflect 
on your own life. How do your priorities look in 
comparison to God’s will? Are you keeping God’s 
commandments? During this day of rest before 
Easter, take the time to rededicate your life to God 
and adjust your priorities. Create a list of the top 
three things you would like to make a priority in 
your daily life. Making this your most rewarding 
Easter ever!

Recognising the days, leading up to Easter prepares 
your heart and mind to fully appreciate the most 
important aspect of the holiday: The Resurrection! 
For in the Resurrection of Jesus we find our hope 
of eternal life (1st Thessalonians 4:13-18). 
This event in the life of the early disciples changed 
everything. Before the Resurrection, they were 
cowering behind closed doors - hiding out in fear - 
but after the Resurrection, their faith was renewed 
and strengthened. The Resurrection of Jesus was 
given to us as proof for the Gospel (Good News) 
(Acts 17:31b). Build your faith in the Resurrection 
of Jesus Christ just as the early church did. Love 
starts here!

“For God so loved the world, that he gave his 
only son, that whoever believes in him should
not perish but have eternal life.” (John 3:16).

Easter Service
This year our Easter Service will take place on the 
29th March on line. Reflection will follow next term.

‘A Moment for Jesus’
We continue with our ‘Moment for Jesus’, which is 
going well during lockdown on Teams.
We meet every day Friday at 2pm for prayers. 
This is led by the students and teachers where we 
pray for those that are sick and suffering and for 
ourselves.
Prayer
Most gracious Son, may your reaching dispel the 
darkness of ignorance in our mind, and may your 
commands be beacons of light, showing us the path 
to peace. In addition, as we walk on that path, may 
we find your footprints on the ground, that we may 
place our own feet where you have trodden.
Amen

A Special Lenten Fast
Give up harsh words; use generous ones.
Give up unhappiness; take up gratitude.
Give up anger: take up gentleness and patience.
Give up pessimism: take up hope and optimism.
Give up worrying: take up trust in God.
Give up complaining: value what you have.
Give up stress: take up prayer.
Give up judging other: discover Jesus within them.
Give up sorrow and bitterness: fill your heart with joy.
Give up selfishness: take up compassion for others.
Give up being unforgiving: learn reconciliation.
Give up words: fill yourself with silence, and listen 
to others.

The Year of The Word:  
The God Who Speaks
As you know, ‘The Year of the Word: The God Who 
Speaks’ has now been extended to January 2022, 
and our friends at The Bible Society have been very 
busy creating and signposting various resources for 
Lent and Easter which could be used both in schools 
and at home. Schools/parents can also download 
a free copy of ‘All about Easter: A Resurrection 
Rhyme’ by Bob Hartman.  You are also invited 
to ‘bunny hop’ toward Easter with some lovely 
engaging resources/activities designed to help our 
pupils and their families celebrate this most special 
of seasons in the Church’s year.

Blessings at Easter Time from 
the RE Department.
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English Department
by Mrs Clifford, Head of English

This term has seen the English Department continuing to maintain our typical commitment to learning 
and development opportunities beyond the conventional classroom setting. We have worked in close 
collaboration with the Literacy Department to deliver BBC News workshops taking place over Zoom, a 
Lockdown Reading Challenge encouraging students’ literacy during this period of home learning, and our 
successful World Book Day online workshops with Harry Aulton, a published, BAFTA nominated Author. 
Please see the Literacy Report for further information.  In addition, our annual Speak Out Challenge will go 
ahead, albeit remotely.

During this time of the year, we normally look forward to taking two full year groups across London to 
watch a live performance of a Shakespeare play.  This is one of the eagerly awaited trips as the students 
find the entire experience enriching.  As I write, I am still hopeful that this will take place later in the school 
year – please watch out for further news.

Our students have faced the challenges of ‘on line learning’ with positivity and have embraced the 
challenge of continuing to study novels, plays and poetry.  Below is some of the excellent work that the 
teachers have received over the lockdown weeks.

Year 7 Creative Writing

It was dark. It was so dark, but the street lamps 
seemed to shine so brightly like stars. But it still 
seemed dark. There was a foggy, faint figure on 
the glossy path shimmering because of the rain. It 
looked like there were many but it was hard to see. 
I only saw a distorted image shaped like a person. 
Even the trees were looking tense, with its branches 
swaying away from the curious figure. But then it 
was so dark, I might just be seeing things. 

Everything is alive but still, and all the houses in the 
distance looked as if they were abandoned. The air 
was still humid but with every hoot of an owl, every 
rustle of a bush, swoosh of the cars and the wind, 
it felt more cold, more hopeless and more still. The 
figure, the supposed person seemed restless, then, 
I realised the tall, dark trees and the wet path and 
the terrifying cold were almost grabbing onto each 
other. The person wasn’t a person and the damp air 
is dry, lifeless.
Estera Malyszko (7DX1)

It was wet. The icy wind creeped down my back. 
The path ahead of us was a cave – a swirl of 
complete darkness. The only thing lighting up the 
park was the flame inside the glass box, propped up 
on a huge stand. The twisted branch draped over me 
as I walked under the tree. ‘Crrrrrrrack’. What was 
that… The branch suddenly snapped, and danced to 
the ground, landing millimetres away from me.

Slowly, the stars changed position as I rushed past 
the next tree being sure it wasn’t weak. The night 
was alive. Animals whispered to each other in a 
secret language, then scuttled away, leaving me 
once again alone with the stars. The moon threw 
down a path for me, as the tiny flame was no longer 
in sight. I trotted along like a pony in training until 
there was no longer light. 
Sienna Boateng (7DX1)

As the peculiar night covered the mud, in its blanket 
of darkness, wind is whistling and the owls are 
chirping. There is a dark figure staggering down the 
path to escape the darkness and the wrath. Then 
it started raining heavily and the humming street 
lights start blinking. The blinking comes to a halt. 
Total silence, darkness. Many tall figures stood in 
shock wondering what had just happened. 

Trees begin to sway from side to side. Faster and 
faster. The hardness of the wind increased knocking 
over everything in its path. Even people! When the 
wind stopped shadows of the terrified people crept 
past wondering if it was safe to stay in the open. One 
man sits on the bench asking himself what will happen 
next. Then back to normal. The lights turned back on, 
the trees stopped swaying and the owls were chiming.  
Dantai Dawkins (7DX1)
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Classrooms to Care Homes
At Christmas, The Year 7 
English Department Team 
at St Thomas More took 
part in a national initiative 
called ‘Classrooms to Care 
Homes’ – pupils in Year 7 
wrote letters to residents in local care homes to help 
alleviate loneliness and to strengthen community 
links. The pupils loved writing personalised letters, 
and the response from the residents was one of joy, 
they loved receiving them!  After the roaring success 
of this initiative, it is hoped that it will become an 
annual English Department tradition.

Alexandra Palace has a majestic view of London 
from the slums to the city everyone knows its 
familiar spire, and the streets that flow around it 
like a shield of protection from the pollution of the 
factories that lie within London. Ally Pally can be 
seen from different boroughs Haringey, Central 
London, Hertfordshire, pretty much anywhere and 
everyone knows about it. No view can match it 
because you can see for miles on end, almost like 
you can see the ends of the earth from it. The 
congestion of noise from the people talking, cars 
driving, babies crying and birds whistling still didn’t 
take away the magical atmosphere.

The sun glimmers on the horizon as the city wakes 
up for another wonderful day of greatness, the fluffy 
clouds like cotton, so soft and the sky like the sea’s 
reflection. The low grumble of the lorry passing 
through the windy roads going about its business 
and doesn’t seem to care about anything of the 
magical surroundings.

Nobody noticed the young man half glancing at 
the view and half nervously looking around as if 
bewildered by the comings and goings of the early 
morning activity.  He had a look of dread on his face – 
as if he knew what was coming next,  I looked at him 
and he stared at me, suddenly, from nowhere, bony 
figures reached out and snatched him…he was gone!  

The activity of the morning carried on as if nothing 
had happened, I felt helpless and the magical 
feeling I had felt moments before had gone.
Patrick Lohan (11MC1)

These are the recreations of the short story ‘Down to the Sunless Sea’ by Neil Gaiman.
Down to the Sunless Sea

The waves were crawling gently to the shore, the 
sea was swimming its own symphony. The water 
was a blanket of cold, chilly experiences, yet still 
full of joyful memories and fantasies. All the fish of 
the world had swam in the blanket full of colour, 
diversity and experiences. Every inch had a different 
story to tell, a different species it had encountered, 
a different image it saw. Peace. Calmness. 
Contentment. A mixture of all of these creates the 
unique feeling that overwhelms you, as you watch 
the constant ebbing of the waves. It’s only you on 
the beach, enjoying the sunset, undisturbed. The 
sun, a fiery ball, looks like it’s gradually falling into 
the waters below. The sky is made up of many 
shades, a blend of reds, oranges and yellows. The 
waters below mirror this. The waves are roses, 
with streaks of blue that smear through. The 
disparity created between the dark waters and the 
shining sky makes the horizon look like a meeting 
of two worlds – the known and the unknown. It’s 
breathtakingly beautiful, and you’re speechless as 
you stand before this magnificent sight. Nothing 
disturbs you as you slowly sit down on the sand. 

All you can hear is the sound of the waves as they 
crash against the shore, and seagulls that squawk 
in the distance. The wind whispers in your ear as it 
plays with your hair, as if it is telling you it’s deepest, 
darkest secrets. The fishy smell is oddly assuring. 
It smells warm and salty, as you breathe in the cold 
air. The smell is fresh and unpolluted, a change 
from the smog that envelops you in the city. It is the 
smell of freedom, and it makes you want to get up 
and run along the shore, which you do.

As you run, the wind whips your face, blowing your 
hair back. The salty air makes your eyes water and 
your feet tingle. The sand is soft beneath your feet, 
as you run close to the ocean, dodging the waves 
that try to push you over. You almost fall. The water 
makes you slip, and you stumble clumsily. Your arms 
are thrown apart, clutching the empty air, as if you 
are flying. You stop, breathless, and come back to 
Earth. You look out into the horizon again. Without 
you even noticing it, the sun has almost set. The sky 
is more purple than red now, showing the transition 
from day to night. You lean back and stare at the 
sky, noticing the different shades. You breathe in 
deeply as you lie down, shutting your eyes, and 
slowly you fall asleep.
Saoirse Hourigan (9BK1)
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We are currently organising this year’s edition of the ‘Jack 
Petchey’s Speak Out Challenge’, a national public speaking 
competition that begins - typically – with in person public 
speaking workshops. In previous years we have had the whole 
of Year 10 taking part, with pupils that previously lacked the confidence to answer questions in lessons 
managing to present a two-minute speech at the front of the class by the end of the day’s workshop. The 
competition has been delayed this year due to Lockdown and other COVID related restrictions, but we still 
intend to provide pupils with the online alternative on offer. Pupils will still be coached through a day of 
online public speaking workshops with a view to delivering their own speeches and, if they impress enough, 
representing the school at the Haringey Borough Championships; a place in the national final is available to 
the winners of the Haringey competition. 

As a school we have a strong history in the competition, with pupils in recent years placing highly in the 
regional competition and even winning it a couple of years ago, so we look forward to seeing what the Year 
10s can produce this year. This initiative fosters a competitive spirit whilst developing vital public speaking 
skills that will benefit all students in their professional and personal lives, so we are very excited to see our 
pupils excel in this competition once again.

Mr Strickland, teacher of English

Year 10 Jack Petchey’s Speak Out Challenge

This term Year 7 are studying short stories and 
extracts from novels to develop their critical thinking 
skills. In advance of looking at Chapter One of 
‘Treasure Island’, 7KL2 were thinking about what life 
would be like as a pirate. Here is a diary entry from 
Cindy Maina, looking at a Day in the Life of a pirate 
named Megan.

A Day in the Life of a Pirate
My name is Megan, but people call me the chosen 
one because with me I always have my wonderful 
pet parrot named Polly. Today I woke up at 7:00am 
because I was the only responsible one to wake 
the other pirates up so we can set sail to get 
the treasure before the other pirates get to our 
treasure. I love pirate life because I get to go on 
hunts and adventure new surrounding and get 
to have the time of my life with my friends. The 
food on the ship every day is fish my friend Luna 
is really good at catching fish and its delicious but 
sometimes you get really board of it. If I find the 
treasure if its money or gold, I’m going to exchange 
it and I’m going to take most of it and give it to my 
parents so they can move out of their old flat and 
move to a proper house. Last week when we were 
sailing through the Caribbean, we saw loads of birds 
and loads of different animals. I hope that tomorrow 
we will find loads of treasure and I get rich and my 
friends can come live with me. Cindy Maina (7KL2)

by Mr Dalrymple, teacher of English

Year 7 Short Stories
In January, the Lockdown Reading 
Challenge launched. Across 6 
different rounds, students read 
extracts from a variety of texts 
and then completed a range of 
tasks. We had an incredible 338 
entries from 34 different form 
groups across all year groups. 36 
students were identified for their 
commitment to the challenge over 
the last 4 weeks, as well as their outstanding effort 
with the tasks. They have all won a place in bespoke 
workshops with an author on World Book Day, and 
these 5 students also won Amazon vouchers in 
recognition of their exceptional enthusiasm:

• Edward Acevedo Coronado (7DX2) 
• Baraka Mugaza (8KL2)
• De’schon Brade Greenaway (9KL2)
• Jonathan Ndukauba-Ibekwe (10BK1)
• Daniel Ellis (11DX1)

Lockdown Reading Challenge

by Miss Daniels, Literacy Co-ordinator
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Literacy
by Miss Daniels, Literacy Co-ordinator

‘Never Such Innocence’ Competition
27 students from years 7-11 
have received certificates of 
commendation for their entries in the 
international ‘Never Such Innocence’ 
competition. They wrote poetry 
and speeches reflecting on conflict 
throughout history.

To mark Safer Internet Day on 9th February, 
many students across Years 7 to 11 took part in 
workshops run by the BBC, exploring the theme of 
trust and how to separate fact from fiction online. 
The sessions were delivered by senior BBC News 
journalists, and were interactive and informative. 

“I loved the workshop - it was exciting, informative, 
and incredibly relatable. With the idea of fake news 
being a political tool, I found it very refreshing to be 
informed about the main issues that we are currently 
tackling when it comes to misinformation. I believe 
that it is a vital skill to be able to interpret information 
and to have the logical ability to evaluate how valid 
sources are, as this can heavily affect our political 
take on the world and in general, our understanding 
of the world.” Daniel Otuechere (9MC1)

BBC Workshops

World Book Day
World Book Day looked a little different this year 
as it took place online, but a lot of fun was had! 
Staff dressed up in hats to represent their favourite 
literary character and changed their background 
on Microsoft Teams to a literary scene, to spark 
conversation with students.

The History department are gearing up for the 
resurgence of the 1920s.

The English department loved dressing up as an 
array of literary characters.
Author Harry Oulton (children’s book author and BAFTA 
nominated TV writer and producer) joined us for the 
day to deliver year group sessions to Years 7 and 8, 
as well as workshops to the Lockdown Reading 
Challenge winners. They learnt about ‘the fourth 
wall’ and the complex dynamic between writer and 
audience, and they are now producing their own 
monologues. The most imaginative writers will go 
on to have their monologues directed and filmed by 
the drama department.

We received nearly 60 entries into an art competition 
for World Book Day - students designed their own 
book covers, and each form group guessed the book 
title and voted for their favourite. The winning student 
is Gian Paolo Guadines, 10DX1, for his fantastic 
interpretation and design of ‘To Kill A Mockingbird’ by 
Harper Lee. He wins a £10 Amazon voucher.

Author Harry Oulton Gian Paolo Guadines 
(10DX1)
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Science Department
by Miss Howard, teacher of Science

Pupils in 9KL2 have been looking at endangered animals and ways we can help to prevent them from 
becoming extinct.

Pupils in Year 11 Triple Science have been studying the lifecycle of stars and have created these colourful 
revision posters. 

Nino Lekveishvili (9KL2)

Priscilla Smith-Mensah Armah (9KL2)

Anabela Henrique Santos (11BK1)
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Hannah Yew (11BK1)

Jamaine Maxwell (11DX1)

Sofia Petruzzelli (11DX1)
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Music Department
by Ms Yang, Head of Music

The music department have been very busy this term despite being in another lockdown. We have 
managed to stay busy and keep up with the music making in new and exciting ways!

Success for Richard!
A huge congratulations to Richard Huang (13BK1) 
who has just accepted an unconditional offer 
to study piano performance as the prestigious 
Birmingham Conservatoire! Richard has been a 
huge part of the music department since Year 7 
and has spent this past year working very hard and 
auditioning for different conservatoires.

Online Music Lessons
Our pupils have shown resilience this term and have 
done fantastically well with their online lessons.  
Year 7 have been studying Western Classical music, 
Year 8 have been learning about the history of Pop 
and Rock and Year 9 have been learning how to 
play 12 bar blues. Here is a selection of excellent 
work submitted by our pupils.

An essay on the musical development of 
Beethoven’s musical style by Katie Quinn (12BK1)

A factfile on The Beatles by Angelise Opoku (8DX1)
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Maths Department
by Ms Pringle, Head of Maths

Mathematics was largely closed to women 
throughout most of history. However, from ancient 
times through the 19th century and into the early 
20th century, some women were able to achieve 
notability in mathematics.

For example:
• Hypatia of Alexandria (355 or 370 - 415) 

Hypatia. ...
• Elena Cornaro Piscopia (1646-1684) ...
• Émilie du Châtelet (1706-1749) ...
• Maria Agnesi (1718-1799) ...
• Sophie Germain (1776-1830) ...
• Mary Fairfax Somerville (1780-1872) ...
• Ada Lovelace (Augusta Byron, Countess of 

Lovelace) (1815-1852) ...
• Charlotte Angas Scott (1848-1931)

Many others, unfortunately, never made it into the 
hall of fame!!

Mathematics involves theories 
and concepts that can be applied 
in practical, everyday uses. It’s 
important for both girls and boys to 
know that being good at math - and 
building excellent math skills - takes 
work and lots of practice. 

Try some fun hands-on activities 
and math games. Being good at 
math can make you very good 
in other fields: for example, in 
Architecture. Why don’t you 
learn about women architects? 

For inspiration, look up photographs 
of the works of contemporary women 
architects like Zaha Hadid, the first 
woman to receive the Pritzker Prize 
for Architecture in 2004. 

If building a model, or machine is 
really your thing, talk to our maths 
and science teachers on how to 
become an engineer. Don’t give up 
and it doesn’t matter if you are a 
BOY or a GIRL!

Mathematics & Women’s History Month

Maths ‘Wall of Fame’! During lockdown, in Maths, we got 
into the habit of sharing good examples from Show My 
Homework. We would pick a really good piece of work that 
was submitted, and then show the class, to understand 
‘what good looks like’ and set those high expectations.  Also, 
we showed ‘good tries’ and talked through how they could 
be improved.  And finally, we anonymised some ‘not so good’ 
examples, such as blurry pictures!  (An unnamed ‘Hall of 
Shame!’)  Overall, it was a way to recognise hard working 
students, and get some peer recognition and appreciation. 
It was also a chance to show some misconceptions, so we 
could all learn from common errors. Sharing errors helps us 
be more confident, and to try new things.

Have you heard of Hypatia of Alexandria? This 
mathematician, astronomer, and philosopher lived in 
Alexandria, Egypt, in the fourth and fifth centuries AD. 
Her life was so intense and her contribuitions very 
valuable. She was eventually killed at a young age. 
Read more about Hypatia and biographies of other 
women of mathematics. Ask in school.

Well done, Fabiana! (Dos Santos)
1. For posting your classwork on 

SMHW
2. For your focus and 

concentration in the lesson
3. For your accurate and correct 

work
4. For such a neat piece of work.
5. Keep it up in the Additional 

Classwork that I set.  

Mr Neophytou, teacher of Maths

✔

✔
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History Department
by Ms Johnston, teacher of History

Hear ye! Hear ye! Another Glendalian publication 
and another opportunity to celebrate the 
accomplishments of the young historians at St 
Thomas More School.
The annual castle-building for Year 7 historians 
continued its tradition despite lockdown. Parents 
may have worriedly noticed their student hoarding 
Amazon delivery boxes and toilet paper rolls, but 
fear not! This strange behaviour should not be 
attributed to lockdown insanity but rather the latest 
history project. As part of their topic on Norman 
England, students were asked to create a crafty 
representation of a Norman castle. When Norman 
noble William the Conqueror won the crown in 
1066 at the Battle of Hastings, he met resistance 
with might. The motte and bailey castle introduced 
by William helped reinforce his power and control 
over the English people. After finishing the Norman 
Conquest, the Year 7s have continued their study 
of Medieval England, covering such events as the 
Magna Carta, Black Death and War of the Roses.

Mohammad Miah (7BK3) Jakub Pacenko (7BK1)

Ozioma Okpechi (7BK2)
Year 8 historians are beginning their studies on the 
Industrial Revolution and the British Empire. During 
this period, the middle and upper classes saw great 
monetary gains at the expense of the poor and the 
colonised. Factories began to crop up throughout 
the British landscape as raw materials from the 
colonies arrived to be converted into manufactured 
goods. Wood Green itself saw a transition in the 

Map of the 
bomb sites 
in the vicinity 
of St Thomas 
More Catholic 
School

For our GCSE historians, they continue to impress 
with their perseverance and eagerness to carry on 
with their studies in spite of lockdown. All of the 
Year 10 classes have started their third topic of study 
whilst the Year 11s look to lock in their own skills 
and knowledge with revision. The department feels 
optimistic about the future of these young learners 
and hopes to snag a few of them for A-level.
Speaking of! This year, the History Department 
rolled out two new A-level topics to shake things up.  
In search of the American Dream: USA  
c1917-96 looks at the political, economic and social 
changes that occurred within the United States, 
particularly focusing on the inequalities groups 
within American society faced. In India, c1914-48: 
the road to independence, students examine the 
transition of the Indian sub-continent from colony 
to independence. Both papers are linked by the 
common theme of a search for rights, freedoms and 
greater equality during the twentieth century.

19th century as more and more people relocated 
to the area with the invention of the steam train. 
The first factory opened in 1810 to produce lace 
yet most of the land continued to be used for 
agricultural purposes. It’s difficult to imagine our 
bustling part of town as a quiet, rural area - it isn’t 
until 1933 that Wood Green achieved borough 
status and was swallowed into London.
In Year 9, our historians have begun to delve into 
the Holocaust and World War II. The students will 
build upon their previous studies about the Weimar 
Republic and how the political and economic 
environment in Germany paved the way for the rise 
of facism and the Nazi Party. Much of North London 
has been shaped by the German Blitz of 1940 and 
1941, with Tottenham in particular being a target of 
German bombers. Haringey had nearly 500 bombs 
dropped over the nine month period - several of 
those bombs just missed the site of St Thomas More 
School, falling along Woodside Road and Earlham 
Grove. Students will have the opportunity to explore 
the impact the war had not just on Britain and the 
world but also their local community.
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Business Department
by Mr Borley, teacher of Business

The AS Economics students have shown excellent engagement throughout the lockdown period. Pupils 
have been hard at work, practicing extended writing and improving their exam performance.

Economics

Covid Catch-Up
The AS/A2 Business Studies students have all been 
enrolled on the ‘Tutor2U’ A-Level Catch Up course. 
This has given them access to a wide range of 
resources from videos to interactive assessments.

Time to Debate!
Year 10 Business Studies pupils have been 
expressing their points of view whilst studying the 
topic of ‘ethics’. 

Jonathan Ndukauba-Ibekwe (10BK1)
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Geography Department
by Mr Wunnerlich Head of Geography

Year 8
Year 8 pupils have been studying tectonic processes and hazards, such as volcanoes and earthquakes. As 
part of this, Moses wrote a report about the Chances Peak eruption on the Caribbean island of Montserrat 
in 1997. He demonstrated very good knowledge of the new volcanic hazards learned and used a map of the 
island to illustrate the damage the eruption caused. 

Moses Mills (8MC1)

Year 9
Pupils in Year 9 explored the various strategies to improve quality of life for people living in some of the world’s 
slums. Their essays tied together the geographical concepts of sustainability, urbanisation, and development.

With a focus on Kenya, Fabiana wrote an excellent essay evaluating to what extent the strategies to 
improve urban livelihoods had been successful in Kibera. Showing both detailed case study knowledge and 
a clear style of writing, this was a very good piece of written work about a current geographical issue.

Fabiana Dos Santos (9DX2)
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Year 10
Studying how the biosphere regulates clean air, water and soil around the world is an integral part of the 
current Year 10 GCSE course. Using their home learning booklets, pupils explored the various challenges 
biomes and habitats around the world are facing.

Giovanna showed excellent knowledge in her work to categorise and explain the importance of the 
biosphere for our planet.

Giovanna Trafeli (10BK1)

Year 11
Year 11 were revising for the human landscape of the UK module. Sofia Petruzzelli used spider diagrams to 
consolidate her learning on why the UK population varies throughout rural and urban areas, how migration 
and the change of employment structure changed the UK’s population structure alongside schemes which 
were introduced to help close the gap between rural and urban inequality.

Scarlett Sharp (10BK1)
Scarlett completed some fantastic work on the water cycle and how deforestation can increase the flood 
risk in biomes. 

Sofia Petruzzelli (11DX1)
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Health & Social Care
by Miss Christodoulou, Acting Head of Health & Social Care and Sociology

In Health and Social Care we have been learning about expected and unexpected life events and factors 
that can impact an individual’s development. Students have been researching how these events and factors 
impact an individual physically, intellectually, emotionally and socially. Researching into these topics helps 

us to understand different circumstances that people face and how this can impact their life.

Beklem Kubak, 12DX1 (above) explored culture and religion and Michaella Saah Asare, 12MC1, (below)
looked at how conditions can impact an individual’s development.
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Sociolology
by Miss Christodoulou, Acting Head of Health & Social Care and Sociology

In Sociology we completed the topic on Crime and Deviance. Sofia Petruzzelli (11DX1) created a mind-map 
to summarise the key content.

Ross Bondoc (11BK1) and Victoria Skubik (11DX1) have been busy creating flashcards to support their revision.
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Drama Department
by Mrs Rosen, Head of Drama & Miss Bevan, teacher of Drama

Although the theatres have remained closed for the time being, it has still been a busy term in the 
Drama Department!

Online Learning
Pupils in Key Stage Three have been using 
performances from a range of online theatre 
productions to explore various design elements, 
gaining an understanding of the many other routes 
of employment in the Performing Arts sector. 
This work has also helped them to build on their 
skills as theatre designers, and developed their 
understanding of the subject terminology that 
becomes vital in GCSE Drama.

Mary Poppins by Hannah Lane (9KL1)                       The Play That Goes Wrong by Thandie Akaeke (8MC1) 

Splendid Theatre
Meanwhile, following a visit from Splendid Theatre 
last year, our GCSE Drama groups have continued 
exploring their performance of ‘Dr Faustus’ in 
preparation for completing a live theatre review 
as part of the GCSE exam paper. They have also 
been practicing and preparing their individual 
performances of monologues that will be showcased 
when we return to school. 
                            
As well as exploring their set text, our A-level pupils 
have been devising a performance in lockdown 
that explores the effects the pandemic has had on 
teenagers’ mental health, and aims to educate the 
audience on how we can support others at this 
difficult time.
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Online Theatre Visits
Even though the theatre’s doors remain closed and we 
have missed out on a number of theatre trips we have 
still offered the pupils access to a number of different 
online performances. This included live streaming 
a production of ‘Twelfth Night’ performed by drama 
students from Northampton University, which also 
gave our A-level and GCSE pupils the opportunity to 
question the students on university life, in a Q&A that 
took place after watching the production. 

Our Year 12 Drama students listened to a recording 
of the Royal Court’s ‘A History of Water in the Middle 
East’, which explored Britain’s effect on the Middle 
East. Benjamin Francis-Harewood in 12MC1 said “I 
was amazed that the events of a treaty in 1916 still 
has such devastating effects today, listening to this 
performance helped me to understand how theatre 
can educate its audience and I will definitely be 
using this idea in my own devised piece.” 

Pupils from Years 10 to 13 were also invited to watch 
an online performance of The Globe’s production of 
‘Emilia’. The production focuses on the untold story 
of Emilia Bassano, who is said to be the inspiration 
for some of Shakespeare’s Sonnets, and questions 
why her story has been erased from history.

Extra-Curricular Activities
Despite restrictions affecting both schools and 
theatres in the last few months, our relationship 
with the Donmar Warehouse has continued to 
flourish. Year 10 GCSE Drama students have been 
working on an exciting creative project called ‘Take 
The Stage: Blindess’ with director Toby Peach. From 
January-March they have participated in weekly 
workshops with Toby to create an audio piece which 
takes the listener on a journey through exploring 
the idea of memories; how they are formed through 
the build up, the event and the consequences that 
take place following it. 
 
Francizek Dymek in 10MC1 said ‘I’ve had a lot of 
fun participating in the ‘Take The Stage Project’ with 
the Donmar Warehouse, it gave me the opportunity 
and confidence to try out creative things I wouldn’t 
normally do. It’s also showed me that drama isn’t 
just about acting and physical performances, it can 
also be created through the use of sound design 
and audio clips.’

To celebrate International Women’s Day, Jacksons 
Lane Arts Centre invited our Sixth Form students 
and staff to take part in an online workshop with 
Charmaine Childs, the producer of Strong Lady 
Productions, which explored using their own 
experiences to craft stories. 

Year 9 Drama Club have been using resources from 
The Old Vic’s schools’ club to explore script writing 
and we look forward to continuing this on our return 
to school. 

Coming soon…………… 
Theatres may reopen from 17th May and our 
performances will include:

• GCSE and A-level Monologue Showcase. 

• Year 10 GCSE pupils present their GCSE Devised 
performances.  

• KS3 Drama Club Showcase. 

• The Rudolph Walker Interschool Drama Awards 
Competition – following last year’s success, our 
school has automatically been allocated a place 
in the final of this year’s RWiSDA. This involves 
creating and performing a piece to compete 
against other schools in front of a panel of 
judges, made up of actors from Eastenders and 
industry professionals, in the summer term.

We look forward to welcoming back our pupils and 
can’t wait for them to be able to perform in our 
studio again soon!
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Modern Foreign Languages
by Ms Silva, Head of MFL and Ms Belmonte teacher of MFL

If there is something that we can and need to highlight from these weird home based days that the third 
lockdown forced us to commit to, it is the hard and beautiful work that our students have been submitting, 
day to day, for the Modern Foreign Languages Department.

Working in a foreign language is not an easy task. We, the teachers of the MFL Department, know that 
very well! It is tiring, frustrating on occasions, tricky sometimes too and, of course, confusing. It takes a 
lot of effort, commitment and courage to work in a foreign language. But, if on top of all that, you add the 
challenging times our pupils have gone through by working from home, I think that we can all agree they 
deserve a HUGE round of applause for that extra effort, commitment and courage, that every pupil has put 
into their work during these two and a half months.

Let me start by showing some examples of their fantastic work done as part of their homework and 
independent learning. As you will see, they show excellent writing and comprehension skills in both French 
and Spanish, when talking about their subjects and teachers:

Mario-Florin Pelecaci (7BK3) Tyrone Kyriacou-Kweya (7BK3)

Also, when they talk about what sports they like and don’t like and their favourite sports person.

Soraya Holguin Doughmi (7DX2) Rosalia Kargbo-Montoya (7DX2)

As they advance in their language acquisition, they show their ability to write longer and more specific 
paragraphs.  For example, they can invite you to a themed party and ask you to bring some food and drinks:

Dinis Sousa de Jesus (8MC2) Reece Ntambi (8MC2)

They can tell you about their daily routine, from when they wake up until they go to bed, showing off
how comfortably they use the three tenses in their writing: past, present and future.

Hannah Lane (9KL1) Fenet Chemir (9KL1)

Esaaba Yankson (8MC2)
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Not only do their writing and comprehension skills need to be highlighted, but also their creativity and their 
wonderful understanding of the cultural differences between the United Kingdom, France and Spain.
A good example of this is the great job they all have done during their half-term holiday.

As part of their holiday homework, we asked our students to research a little bit about San Valentín 
(Valentine’s Day) in Spain and La Chandeleur (Candlemas or Crêpes Day) in France. The results of this 
research couldn’t be more impressive, as not only have they immersed themselves in the traditions of 
different cultures, but they have set their imagination free, and they have created beautiful Valentine’s 
Cards and delicious crêpes.  Judge for yourselves….

Our Year 10 and 11s feel so confident using a foreign language that they dare to use very complex 
grammar structures in their writing, either to talk about festivals or to describe their best friend.

Anabela Henrique Santos (11BK1)Calvin Shetty (10MC1

Valentine’s Celebrations in Spain

Tarjetas de San Valentin (Valentine’s Cards)

Sarah Lima (9DX2) Amy Zheng (8MC2) Daniel Otuechere (9MC1)

Giovanni de Alcantara Rocha (9MC1)
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Crêpes Recipe

Hubert Tuchalski 
(8DX2)

George Asiedu 
(9BK1)

Chriscy Tanzey 
(8DX2)

Jakub Kolanko 
(9BK1)

Meena Chiu 
(10BK1)

Délicieuses Crêpes

Mrs Silva and the MFL Department wish you all a Happy Easter.

Azja Janowska (7BK3)
Francesco Amato (8BK1)
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Art
by Ms Bona, Head of Art & Mr Brankin, teacher of Art

Sophia Davila (11KL1) Self portrait exploring colour and emotion.

Melanie Gonzales Merchan 
(12DX1). Exploring contrasts 
(work in progress).  Oil on canvas.

Kimberley D’Souza (11DX1) Mariana Chereches (13DX1) 
Exploring surface and translucence.  
Oil paint on acetate, photographed 
through the art room window.

Ruth Jarvis (11MC1)
Oil on canvas (work in 
progress).

Leyla Espinosa (12MC1)
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Lillie Rayworth (12MC1)

Shantel McKenzie (11DX1) specialises in pencil drawings, often drawing fellow pupils and famous personalities.

Lillie Rayworth (12MC1) Leyla Espinosa (12MC1)

Maria-Christina Karagianni (12BK1). Emerging images, sculpture 
collage and painting.

Lillie Rayworth (12MC1)
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Postcards & Epraise
by Mr Ameh, Head of Boys’ PE

Postcards
Many postcards have been sent online to pupils who 
have been well engaged in their lessons. The high 
number of postcards is testament to the effort and 
achievement a number of pupils have demonstrated 
over the course of this term.  Pupils have been 
rewarded for answering advanced questions during 
their online lessons and submitting work that has 
been exceptional. A postcard home manifests a 
clear indication of pupils going that extra mile to 
prosper in their studies. Consistently completing 
extension homework. 

Epraise
Epraise is our platform designed to promote good 
behaviour, manners and effort in school. Teachers 
have continued to distribute their allocated 
points to pupils during their online lessons. Since 
January there have been over 300 purchases from 
pupils ranging from footballs to gift vouchers and 
stationery. The following pupils have received the 
most points from each year group:

• Year 7 - Levi Stoute-Gill 

• Year 8 - Jeremiah Adusei 

• Year 9 - Deogracias Konde 

• Year 10 - Wudase Fekade 

• Year 11 - Sofia Petruzzelli 

• Year 12 - Beklem Kubak 

• Year 13 - Klaudia Mitiajew

Nathalie Cabrera 
Collazos (11KL2), left 
and above left.

Beatriz Carrion Quezada 
(11KL1), above and 
middle.
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Design & Technology Department
by Miss Krajciova, teacher of Design & Technology

Cooking Challenges
Year 9 lockdown learning in Food Technology.

Bread Ideas

Breakfast Ideas

Pilar Lopez, 9BK1 
“I made breakfast for all of my 
family, each suited for each 
member.”

Priscilla Smith-Mensah Armah, 
9KL2

Mateus Vicentre Melo, 9KL2

Gian Paolo Guadines, 10DX1
“Filipino Ensaymada:
The Philippines is known to 
have so many dishes and food 
combinations that are sweet, 
despite that combination being 
slightly unusual.

The Ensaymada is a soft brioche 
roll topped with either cheese 
or butter (or both) and sugar. 
The cheese and sugar might 
sound strange, but tasting it will 
disprove any other thoughts with 
their synergy.”

Giovanni De Alcantara Rocha, 
9MC2
“I made a lot of bread only using 
the simple recipe:

• Water
• Flour
• Yeast 

I used egg yolk to glaze the 
bread so it had more colour. I 
tried different shapes to make it 
interesting. It took me 4 hours 
but it was worth it!”

Yasmin Young-Clarke, 10MC2
“I have made brown bread, using 
wholemeal strong flour, yeast, 
water, oil and salt.”

Amira Joseph-McLoughlin, 9BK1 
“I made focaccia bread with oil 
and balsamic vinegar dip. It was 
really tasty!”
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Maja Grzybek, 9BK1 
“I prepared a mixed leaf 
salad, with hard-boiled egg, 
radish, red pepper, baby 
plum tomatoes and topped it 
with spring onion. As part of 
the eat-well guide, I added 
tuna, which is an oily fish, to 
my salad. In addition to the 
salad, I served mineral water 
with lemon as a drink as it is 
very refreshing. Bon Appetit!”

Salad Ideas

Lunch Ideas

Everyday Cake Ideas

Special Occasion Cake Ideas

Kofi Darko, 9BK1

Nathaniel Atkins, 9BK1 Giovanni De Alcantara Rocha, 9BK1 Rebeca Mputu Nkundo, 9BK2

Amira Joseph-McLoughlin, 9BK1 Abenezer Dereje, 9BK1 João Fortes Rodrigues, 9BK1

Maja Grzybek, 9BK1
“I’ve prepared a cheesecake. First, I placed 
the biscuits as the base. Then I spread the 
cheese mixture (milk, cheesecake powder 
and yoghurt). After, I prepared the Jelly, 
which I later placed on top. I made the blue 
jelly using gelatine, lemon and lime water 
and blue food dye. Once the jelly thickened, 
I decorated the top with raspberries, 
chocolate, and sweets. In the end, I made 
it look like a swimming pool to resemble my 
love for swimming.” Pilar Contreras Lopez, 9BK1
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Creative Contributions
by Ms Thomas, Head of Politics & teacher of History

During the lockdown, students from across the school took part in a ‘Creative Contributions’ competition on 
the theme of ‘2021’. It was wonderful to see so many entries from students that focused on the hope that 
the year brings all of us and the positivity about moving forward. Students at St Thomas More School have 
shown amazing resilience in the way they have persevered with their studies, alongside supporting their 
friends and families. What is clear from the entries to the competition is that our students have not always 
found this easy, but that they are determined that nothing will stop them from making the most out of all the 
wonderful freedom and opportunities that 2021 brings. 

The competition was judged by the Year 13 Prefect Team, who found narrowing down the entries incredibly 
difficult! The winning entry was submitted by Pilar Contreras Lopez in 9BK1. Her hand drawn digital artwork 
captured the emotion of 2020, but also hinted at better things to come. Runners up prizes for their excellent 
entries go to Ashley Nyakairu in 9DX1, Delia Sanz Borbely in 8BK1, Amy Zheng in 8MC2, Carla Petruzzelli 
in 8MC1 and  Martyna Wawro in 7DX2. Congratulations to these students, and thank you to all students 
who submitted an entry to the competition.

The Winner!
Hand-drawn digital artwork by 
Pilar Contreras Lopez (9BK1)
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“The concept is that 2021 may start off bad but I’m 
sure by the end it will evolve into something magical 
like a butterfly. The drawing is like the phrase ‘don’t 
judge a book by its cover’ and that’s exactly what I 
think we should live by this 2021. It also says let go 
of everything that happened that was bad and let 
yourself turn into something beautiful, let yourself 
fly this year.”

My Wishes for 2021 by Carla Petruzzelli (8MC1)
‘Breathe’ 
2020 was a rough start
A new virus and people rushing their shopping carts
Commotion all around 
But outside there was no sound. 
No justice in the system,
Race was the victim.
 
My wish for 2021
Are to have no wishes.
Just action.
To have no injustice.
To live like we once did.
To hug my family. 
To take off these masks.
To not worry what I touch.
To not feel alone, no connection. 
 
I want to start living each day not taking things I have, 
For granted. 

My wish is to once be able to
Live and breathe freely.  
I learnt one thing from 2020,
It is that we can’t keep wishing. 
We cannot keep expecting. 
We just have to take action. 

Our Hopes for 2021  
by Delia Sanz Borbely (8BK1)
We all want to turn a new leaf
Being able to sigh in relief
Able to travel, meet with new faces
Go and navigate unfamiliar places

We used to take people for granted
The world leading us distracted
Not valuing the things we had
Until snatched away, making us mad

Aching to see the ones we love
Wanting to tell them that they are beloved
Able to see the joy in their faces
As we are put in their good graces

Tales are exchanged
While tears are shed
As we hope for a better future ahead.

Amy Zheng 
(8MC2)

Martyna Wawro (7DX2)

Ashley Nyakairu (9DX1)
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Sport at St Thomas More
by Ms Monsurate, Acting Head of PE

Home Fitness
This term our pupils from Years 
7 to 11 have been using the 
‘Nike Training App’ to complete 
challenges online, set by the 
teachers. The challenges 
have been based on different 
‘Components of Fitness’, which is the theory pupils 
are learning about this term. Each week, the names 
of the pupils who are the most active in every class 
have been going into a draw, and one winning boy 
and girl in each year group has been sent a £5 
Amazon voucher.

Week 1 Cardivascular fitness
Week 2 Muscular endurance arms
Week 3 Muscular endurance legs
Week 4 Muscular endurance abdominals
Week 5 Speed

Martyna Wawro (7DX2)

Huugo Boateng (9DX1)

Online Fitness
Our school’s Fitness Trainer, Mr Andrew Julius, is 
running weekly live fitness sessions on TEAMS every 
Wednesday and Thursday for KS3 and KS4/5. His 
30-minute HIIT sessions are fast-paced and fun and 
a great way to stay fit at home.

You don’t need any equipment, so come along with 
your classmates for a well-deserved workout after 
school:
• 3.20 to 3.50pm Wednesdays, Years 7 to 9
• 3.20 to 3.50pm Thursdays, Years 10 to 13 

London Youth Games: Virtual Athletics
Despite the lack of face-to-face competition this 
year, St Thomas More School continues to uphold 
its sporting legacy. This year, our pupils entered the 
Virtual London Youth Games. Our Year 7 and Year 8 
Girls are now London Champions and our Year 7 and 
Year 8 Boys placed third best in London. 

Congratulations to all of our pupils who took part!
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Haringey Virtual Dance Competition
Last term we held a dance competition to decide who 
would represent our school in the Virtual Haringey 
Dance Competition. There was a very high standard 
set by all of our entries, however, we had to have 
one winner. Our Year 8 dance team won for their 
outstanding choreography, creativity and polished 
performance. Well done to the following girls…
 
Lily Pereira Dos Santos (8BK3)
Shannen Noel-Cyrus (8KL1)
Ronita Trim (8DX1)
Marianne Odimba Kombe (8DX1)
Makagbeh Kromah (8BK3)
Brianna Mombley (8DX1)
Kimora Sappleton (8MC2)
Domilcia Agostinho (8MC1)
Kymani Murray (8BK1)

Here is a picture of them in action!

Girls’ Elite Rugby Programme
Our Year 11 rugby team has been playing together 
for 2 years and not only have the pupils progressed 
as individuals but they have developed into a 
fantastic, hard-working and resilient team. They have 
represented the school in local competitions and in 
the London Youth Games, which is where they were 
noticed by Tom Redfern.

Tom Redfern is Head Coach at The Henley College. 
In September 2021, Henley College are launching the 
‘Girls Elite Rugby Programme’, which will be open to 
girls playing at County level or at centre of excellence 
groups in Year 11 who want to progress on to 
England Under-18s and Under-20s.

We are delighted that four of our St Thomas More 
School girls have been invited onto the programme 
starting in September and are awaiting academic 
entry requirements. 

Lilly Montague (11BK2)
Benedicte Mpembele (11MC1) 
Blessing Agbarha (11MC1) 
Alberta Aboagye (11MC1)

We wish them all the luck with their summer exams 
and hope they will be starting on the programme 
next year!

Unfortunately, the competition was due to happen 
in January, but we hope that the girls will be able 
to enter the competition again when we are back in 
school.

The standard was also extremely high in our Key 
Stage 4 competition. Our winning Key Stage 4 
dance team have been working with professional 
dancer Sam Golle this term. They have taken the 
grooves they have learnt in lessons and made them 
their own. The choreography is fantastic and really 
tells a story. We look forward to both of our dance 
teams competing when school returns.  

Well done to the Key Stage 4, Year 11 dance team…

Oumou Jakite (11KL1)
Monica Sarpong-Amoako (11BK2)
Beatriz Carrion Quezada (11KL1)
Arserina Mpulusu (11MC1) 
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We are delighted that Tobi Adeyemo, (11BK2) 
has been offered an apprenticeship by Watford 
FC to further his football potential of his dream of 
becoming a professional footballer.

This offer will see Tobi leave school in June 2021 
and join the club on a full time basis, where he 
will train daily and follow an academic programme 
consisting of a BTEC qualification and a modern 
apprenticeship in Sporting Excellence Professional in 
football.

I’m sure you will join with us in celebrating this 
incredible achievement and the exciting times that 
lie ahead for Tobi.

Pupil Successes
Yasmin is a dedicated and 
determined young lady, 
who has excelled in netball 
since starting to play for 
the school team in Year 8. 
She quickly progressed 
and went on to play for 
AP Saints, a local club in 
Muswell Hill.
In Lockdown one, Yasmin 
trialled for London Pulse, 
a semi-profession English 
Netball Team based at the 

Copper Box Arena in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. 
She was successful! 

Yasmin said “I am playing Goal Keeper,  Goal 
Defence and Wing Defence and in school I am 
trying to better my shooting skills for when I return. 
I train one day a week with London Pulse and then 
three days a week on my own. On Fridays I am 
doing an umpiring course. I have recently been 
chosen to be a young volunteer and on Monday 
I planned a mental health webinar for young 
netballers.”

We are extremely proud of her progress and can’t 
wait to go and see her play.

Tobi Adeyemo (11BK2) Yasmin Young-Clarke (10MC2)

Easter Fitness
Fitness sessions to try out in the Easter holidays.

Mark Wright
TV presenter and personality 
Mark Wright has started 
a BBC Lockdown Learning 
workout session, which 
started on Monday 1st February.  The sessions are 
on every weekday at 8.45am on BBC 2, Bitesize 
online or BBC iPlayer.

Joe Wicks
Every Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday, Joe Wicks 
uploads a new work out 
on his YouTube Channel 
‘PE with Joe Wicks 2021’.  His sessions are 20-30 
minutes long and a fun way to keep fit in lockdown!


